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We propose to construct a new SciBar detector using an existing and proven design and 
deploy in front of the NOvA near detector in the NuMI off-axis, 2 GeV, narrow-band beam.   

A fine-grained SciBar detector in this location will provide:
   -  important and unique ν

  
scattering measurements including

- a test of recent MiniBooNE results indicating anomalously large cross section in charged-
  current quasielastic scattering using a different ν source at slightly higher Eν 

- Neutral-current differential cross sections, in particular NCπ0, crucial for ν
e
 appearance 

  - significant cross checks of NOvA ν
  
oscillation backgrounds

SciNOvA: Overview
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SciNOνA Basics

SciNOνA Basics

• A proposal to place a 15-ton fine-grained detector in the NOνA beam
directly in front of the NOνA Near Detector
• Offer a large increase in NOνA physics capacity with modest

investment of labor, engineering, and money (∼ $2.4 M)

• In narrow band beam (NBB) at 2 GeV
• Would record ∼ 1 M events/year
• Narrow band beam provides better knowledge of the incident neutrino

energy than possible in wide band beam (WBB)
• Narrow band beam allows for lower background from high energy feed

down

• Will improve our knowledge of neutrino-neuclus scattering at 2 GeV

• Significant cross check of NOνA neutrino oscillation backgrounds to
νµ → νe search
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SciNOνA Physics

SciNOνA Physics

[1 year ν running with 10 kt fiducial volume from GENIE (×103)]

SciNOνA Physics

SciNOνA Physics

[1 year ν running with 10 kt fiducial volume from GENIE (×103)]

Charged-Current (×103) Neutral-Current (×103)

elastic 220 86

resonant 327 115

DIS 289 96

coherent 8 5

total 845 302

ν + A→ π0 + X 204 106

• MA “puzzle” in Charged-Current Quasielastic Scattering (CCQE)
• 2 GeV low background measurement sits in the region between the

current measurements
• low threshold for detected recoil protons, enabling a search for

di-nucleon QE final states

• Measure the NC π0 production, an important background for
νµ → νe oscillations

• A robust, data-driven estimate of the instrumental backgrounds to
the NOνA neutrino oscillation analysis
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• “puzzle” in Charged-Current Quasielastic Scattering (CCQE)
• 2 GeV low background measurement sits in the region between the current

measurements
• low threshold for detected recoil protons, enabling a search for di-nucleon QE

final states

• Measure the NC photon production, may explain the MiniBooNE low energy
excess and also an important background for νµ → νe oscillations

• A robust, data-driven estimate of the instrumental backgrounds to the
NOνA neutrino oscillation analysis
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SciNOνA Physics

CCQE

2.1 Charged-Current Quasielastic Scattering

A thorough understanding of the charged-current quasielastic scattering (CCQE) process of neu-
trinos on (bound) nucleons ( ν + n → µ/e + p and ν̄ + p → µ/e + n ) in the 1 GeV energy region
is important for neutrino experiments as it is the cleanest detection reaction for both appearance
and disappearance searches. Ultimately, we need to completely understand the physics behind this
interaction in order to make precision oscillation measurements.

A puzzle has recently arisen with the analysis of charged-current quasielastic (νµ +n → µ−+p)
data from the MiniBooNE experiment running on the FNAL Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB).
Results from previous CCQE experiments (for a recent review see Ref. [2]), performed predomi-
nantly with bubble chambers on light nuclei, yield an axial mass, MA = 1.03± 0.02 GeV [3]. The
axial mass parametrizes the Q2 (4-momentum transfer) evolution of the axial form factor. The
MiniBooNE data contains more events at larger Q2 (> 0.4 GeV2) than can be reconciled with this
previously measured value of MA and results in a value of MA = 1.35± 0.20 GeV [4].

The MiniBooNE value for MA quoted above is extracted in an analysis that only considers the
relative shape of the Q2 distribution as is conventional in this procedure. It may be that nuclear
effects due to the binding of the target nucleons within carbon are the cause for this apparent
disagreement with previous results that utilized mainly hydrogen or deuterium targets (see, for
example, Ref. [5]). However, in a recent extraction of the absolute cross section for the CCQE
process, MiniBooNE has reported total cross section values as a function of neutrino energy that
are large compared to those calculated using MA = 1.03 GeV. The measured total cross section
is consistent to within 10% (the error on overall normalization) of the expected cross section with
MA = 1.35 GeV. Nuclear effects can give a larger effective MA in the Q2 shape of the data [6] but
these effects reduce the total cross section, not enhance it. It may be that the larger measured MA

values in both Q2 shape and reaction rate are a coincidence, but further investigation is warranted.

Figure 2: Measurements of quasi-elastic neutrino cross-section as a function of energy.

Recent results from other experiments have also added further information to the situation, but
have not clarified it. Preliminary results from SciBooNE [7], using the SciBar detector in the FNAL
BNB, also show a total CCQE cross section larger than that expected from MA = 1.03. However,
recent results from NOMAD [2] running at higher neutrino energies show total cross section values
consistent with the previous world average MA. The MiniBooNE, SciBooNE, and NOMAD results
for the total CCQE cross section are shown together as a function of neutrino energy in Fig. 2. As
is evident from that figure, it would be desirable to investigate the CCQE reaction in a beam of
Eν ≈ 2 GeV, exactly that of the NOvA narrow-band beam.

We have investigated how the SciNOvA effort would add to this experimental situation. By
utilizing the error analysis of the recent MiniBooNE CCQE analysis [4], we estimated the systematic

5

T. Katori, et al. arXiv:hep-ex/0909.1996

• CCQE “puzzle” - Recent CCQE results have larger MA

• A ∼10% measurement of the cross section is satisfactory given the
30% discrepency of the MiniBooNE data with expectation
• Error study shows SciNOνA can have 12% error measurement at 2 GeV
• Estimated with bootstraping from MiniBooNE error anaysis and

checked by predicting actual MiniBooNE errors

• The multi-nucleon emission scenario can be tested in SciNOνA
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SciNOνA Physics

CCQE cross-section - Off-axis Narrow Band Beam
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Figure 3: Summary of a NUANCE-based study to estimate systematic errors on a SciNOvA total
cross section measurement. The νµ flux and estimated cross section are shown in the top row. The
middle left plot shows the estimated number of accepted CCQE events broken down into signal and
two CCπ+ background components. The middle right plot shows the fractional systematic error
on the cross section due to flux and the two CCπ+ contributions. The bottom left plot shows the
estimated cross section with the estimated systematic error bars and the bottom right shows the
corresponding cross section fractional errors. The abscissa on all plots is Eν , for the bottom two
rows Eν is that reconstructed with the assumption of quasielastic kinematics.

7

• The systematic error on the total cross section is dominated by the neutrino
flux error (10%) in the region of the peak neutrino energy

• The CCπ+ background errors (feeddown due to lost π+ absorbed by
nucleus/detector medium) dominate at low energies

• Sufficiently accurate measurement of the total CCQE cross-section in the
region just above the MiniBooNE measurements at 2 GeV
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SciNOνA Physics

CCQE multi-nucleon emission
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• QE + multineucleon emission channel
(np-nh) agrees the MiniBooNE cross
section without increasing MA

• The multiple recoil nucleons can be
measured in SciNOνA

2.1.1 A search for 2-nucleon correlations in CCQE interactions

Subsequent to the publication of the MiniBooNE CCQE results, a calculation has come to light [9]
that successfully reproduces the total cross section as measured by MiniBooNE. This works shows
impressive agreement with the MiniBooNE total cross section data (Fig. 4). The main feature of
this work is the consideration of multi-nucleon excitations in the carbon nucleus and points out
that this produces a sizable increase in the CCQE cross section. This group as well as others
(e.g., Ref. [10]) are following this path to see if this model holds up to further comparisons with
MiniBooNE data, in particular the MiniBooNE double differential cross sections.

Figure 4: Total cross section for the neutrino CCQE process as measured by MiniBooNE compared
with the model of Ref. [9] (solid line) and that model without multinucleon correlations (dashed
line). The plot is from Ref. [9].

It may be that multi-nucleon correlations in carbon result in an enhancement of the CCQE cross
section as reported by MiniBooNE and modeled in Ref. [9]. Recent results from electron scattering
experiments indicate that on average 20% of the nucleons in carbon are in a 2-nucleon correlated pair
(see Ref. [11] and references therein). While it is not completely clear that the nucleon correlations
observed in electron scattering are the same physics as the multi-nucleon correlations in Ref. [9], it
is an exciting possibility that should be experimentally tested.

SciNOvA can perform this search for 2-nucleon correlations. The energy of the NOvA beam is
high enough to provide the energy needed to produce visible correlated nucleon pairs in the final
state, yet not so high as to be far from the MiniBooNE peak energy (800MeV). In addition, the
narrow band beam limits the background from CCπ channels.

The idea is to search for two protons in the final state of a CCQE interaction that have the
characteristics of correlated proton pairs. In practice, we select “CCQE-like” events, events with
one identified muon and no observed pions. A typical CCQE-like event in the SciBar detector
is shown in Fig. 14. Note the reconstructed recoil proton in this event. We have developed a
method, following the techniques demonstrated in electron scattering [11] that will show 2-nucleon
correlations if they show themselves in neutrino scattering.

We begin by selecting CCQE-like events, with a well-measured muon with q=500-900 MeV/c.
This corresponds to the Q2 = 0.3 − 0.6 GeV2 range where much of the extra cross section is
observed in the MiniBooNE experiment. The kinematical variable q is the momentum transfer
from the lepton side of the interaction as is defined, as in electron scattering, q = pµ − pν . For
neutrino scattering, unlike for electron scattering, pν is uncertain due to the energy spread of the

8

M. Martini, et al. PRC 80 065501 (2009).
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SciNOνA Physics

CCQE multi-nucleon emission
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Figure 5: Missing transverse momenta pTm1, pTm2 2D distributions for a) 2-nucleon signal, b)
CCQE background and, c) QE-like (predominantly CCπ) background events. For events in these
plots, the reconstructed momentum transfer was in the range 500 < q < 900 MeV/c and 2-protons
with p > 450 MeV/c were required.

event type events/10ton/6E20
2-nucleon signal 4119
CCQE 1-nucleon background 65
QElike background 1320
total background 1384

Table 2: Accepted events in the 2-nucleon correlation study described in the text.
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a) 2-nucleon signal

b) CCQE 1-nucleon background

c) QE-like background
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Figure 6: Two-proton opening angle, cos γ, distribution for candidate events passing cuts. The
lines indicate total events (solid), 2-nucleon signal (dashed), CCQE background (dot-dashed), and
QE-like background (dotted). The vertical dashed line indicates the cos γ < −0.5 cut applied for
the final sample.
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dashed: 2-nucleon signal

dotted: QE-like background

dot-dashed: CCQE background

γ: the angle between the two proton momentum vectors

• pp1,p2 >450 MeV

• pT
m1 > pFermi, pT

m2 < pFermi

• cos γ < −0.5
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Figure 5: Missing transverse momenta pTm1, pTm2 2D distributions for a) 2-nucleon signal, b)
CCQE background and, c) QE-like (predominantly CCπ) background events. For events in these
plots, the reconstructed momentum transfer was in the range 500 < q < 900 MeV/c and 2-protons
with p > 450 MeV/c were required.

event type events/10ton/6E20
2-nucleon signal 4119
CCQE 1-nucleon background 65
QElike background 1320
total background 1384

Table 2: Accepted events in the 2-nucleon correlation study described in the text.
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SciNOνA Physics

NC Photon Production

the estimation of the � radiative decays uncertainty has
increased from 9% to 12%. Also, measurements of the
rates of coherently and resonantly produced �0 events
[18] have enabled some reduction in these errors.

The reconstruction and selection of electronlike events
is identical to the initial analysis [1] with the addition of the
cut to reject events produced outside the detector described
earlier. Events are reconstructed under four hypotheses: a
single electronlike Cherenkov ring, a single muonlike ring,
two photonlike rings with unconstrained kinematics, and
two photonlike rings with an invariant mass M�� ¼ m�0 .

To select �e-candidate events, an initial selection is first
applied followed by particle identification cuts.

Four different analyses are performed on the data:
(1) original analysis, which is original analysis [1] with
the original data set of 5:58� 1020 POT, (2) revised analy-

sis, the original analysis with the updated background and
uncertainty estimates described in this Letter, (3) extended
analysis, the revised analysis but with the extended data set
of 6:46� 1020 POT, and (4) final analysis, the extended
analysis but including the new external event cut.

Table I shows the expected number of events with EQE
�

between 200–300 MeV, 300–475 MeV, and 475–
1250 MeV after the complete event selection of the final
analysis. The background estimates include antineutrino
events, representing <2% of the total. The total expected
backgrounds for the three energy regions are 186:8� 26:0
events, 228:3� 24:5 events, and 385:9� 35:7 events,
respectively.
A total of 1069 events pass the complete event selection

of the final analysis with EQE
� > 200 MeV. The numbers of

TABLE II. The number of data, background, and excess events for different EQE
� ranges, together with the significance of the

excesses. The different analyses are described in the text.

Event sample Original analysis [1] Revised analysis Extended analysis Final analysis

200–300 MeV

Data 375 368 427 232

Background 283� 37 332:4� 38:9 386:0� 44:3 186:8� 26:0
Excess (significance) 92� 37 (2:5�) 35:6� 38:9 (0:9�) 41:0� 44:3 (0:9�) 45:2� 26:0 (1:7�)

300–475 MeV

Data 369 364 428 312

Background 273� 26 282:9� 28:3 330:0� 31:8 228:3� 24:5
Excess (significance) 96� 26 (3:7�) 81:1� 28:3 (2:9�) 98:0� 31:8 (3:1�) 83:7� 24:5 (3:4�)

200–475 MeV

Data 744 732 855 544

Background 556� 54 615:3� 58:0 716:1� 66:2 415:2� 43:4
Excess (significance) 188� 54 (3:5�) 116:7� 58:0 (2:0�) 138:9� 66:2 (2:1�) 128:8� 43:4 (3:0�)

475–1250 MeV

Data 380 369 431 408

Background 358� 40 356:0� 33:3 412:7� 37:6 385:9� 35:7
Excess (significance) 22� 40 (0:6�) 13:0� 33:3 (0:4�) 18:3� 37:6 (0:5�) 22:1� 35:7 (0:6�)
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PRL 102, 101802 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

13 MARCH 2009

101802-3

A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo, et al. PRL 102 101802 (2009)

• MiniBooNE low-energy excess - NC photon
production?

• Important background for νe appearance

SciNOvA                                                              SBNW11, 5/11                                                                        16

NC photon production
- MiniBooNE low-energy excess has spurred work on
a possible background: NCγ production
- important background for νe appearance searches 
- eg: R. Hill, Phys. Rev. D 81, 013008 (2010) and 
        e-Print: arXiv:1002.4215 [hep-ph] 

R. J. Hill, PRD 81 013008 (2010).
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SciNOνA Physics

NC Photon Production

A measurement of NC photon is accessible
in SciNOνA:
• SciNOνA event rates equal to full MiniBooNE

neutrino sample

• NC photon cross sections are calculated to be

O(10−3) that of CCQE a

• O(100) events in MiniBoone ∼ 0.1%
oscillations

• SciNOνA will collect O(100) events of this
type if calculations are correct

• Photon reconstruction down to ∼ 100 MeV

• Together with NCπ0 channel will lend crucial
information to νe appearance search

aSerot & Zhang, arXiv:nucl-th/1011.5913
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Measuring NC photon production
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- a measurement is accessible in SciNOvA 
(along with important NC π0 channel) CC 

Z
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NC γ production

NCπ0 event in scibar/SciBooNE
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SciNOvA ν kevent/yr (6E20POT) in 10 ton fiducial vol

Measuring NC photon production
- SciNOvA event rates
- ~ equal to full MiniBooNE 
neutrino sample (but in 10 tons).
-  NCγ  cross sections are 
calculated to be O(10-3) that of 
CCQE (from Hill or Serot/Zhang)
- resulting in sample of O(100) 
events in MB (same as 0.1% 
oscillations)
- SciNOvA will collect O(100) 
events of this type if calculations 
are correct
- photon recon down to ~100MeV 
and comparison with NCπ0 channel 
allows a measurement of NCγ 
- together with NCπ0 channel will 
lend crucial info to νe appearance 
search  (NOvA and others)

photon energy in NCπ0 event in scibar/SciBooNE
Y. Kurimoto, et al. PRD 81 033004 (2010)
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SciNOνA Physics

Other Neutrio-Nucleus Scattering Measurements
• Incoherent CC/NC single pion production

• NC π0 - very important νe appearance background if one of the two photons
from π0 decay is not detected

• CC π± - very important νµ disappearance background if the π± misID as
proton or absorbed by the nuclei

• Coherent π±,0 production
• NC Coherent π0 - important νe appearance background

• ∼20% of total NC π0 at low energies

• CC Coherent π+ “puzzle”
• High energy measurements agree with the PCAC based prediction very well,

both NC and CC
• Recent low energy measurements (K2K, SciBooNE) found no evidence on CC

coherent pion production, but MiniBooNE and SciBooNE do observe NC pion
production

• Can we use the CC Coherent π+ to better constrain the energy scale?
• µ−π+ in neutrino vs µ+π− in antineutrino

• νµ NC elastic scattering (ν + p → ν + p)
• Important complementary channel to CCQE, add valuable information to the

nucleon spin puzzle
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SciNOνA Physics

Benefit to NOνA
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• For NOνA: νe CC efficiency ∼ 35%, NC
background acceptance ∼ 0.4%, and
νµ-CC background mis-ID probabilities ∼
0.1%

• A double-scan method will result in a
< 3% (relative error) cross check of the
background mis-ID probabilities.

Figure 11: Demonstration of the resampling technique. Left panel shows an actual event recorded
by the SciBar detector in the Booster neutrino beamline as part of the SciBooNE experiment;
presumably νµ + p → νµ + p + π0. The right panel shows how this same event would appear in the
NOvA detector.

SB ≡ SciBar and N ≡ NOvA) and the background mis-ID probabilities γSB and γN :

Nss = εSBεNS + γSBγNB

Nsb = εSB(1− εN )S + γSB(1− γN )B
Nbs = (1− εSB)εNS + (1− γSB)γNB

Nbb = (1− εSB)(1− εN )S + (1− γSB)(1− γN )B. (2)

Due to the constraints Nss + Nsb + Nbs + Nbb = S + B = N , only three of these equations are
linearly independent and a complete solution for the five unknowns εSB, εN , γSB, γN , and S cannot
be obtained. However, if estimates of any two parameters can be made, any of the other three can
be calculated. For example, if we have reliable estimates for the efficiency of the SciBar detector
εSB and the number of signal events in the sample S then the maximum likelihood solution for the
remaining parameters (to first order in the γs) is

εN =
1

εSB

Nss

S

γN =
εSB(Nss + Nbs)−Nss

εSB(N − S)

γSB =
Nsb + Nss − εSBS

N − S
. (3)

Likewise, estimates for any two parameters yields predictions for the remaining three. As the exper-
iment will have techniques to produce estimates for all five parameters, one could cycle through the
permutations and demand consistency in each case as confirmation that the efficiencies, misidenti-
fication probabilities, and signal rates have been correctly estimated. In practice, this may not be
done algebraically as shown here, but through iterative tuning of a Monte Carlo simulation to fit
the data in each of the four categories.

19

• NOνA expects a 10% uncertainty in the background at the Far Detector

• With added data from SciNOνA it may be possible to reduce this uncertainty to

5%
• Adding 10% more mass to NOνA Far Detector would cost ∼ $13 M, which is ∼ 5×

the cost of SciNOνA

• Additional handles on the background increase confidence in the NOνA oscillation
results
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SciNOνA Detector

The SciNOνA Detector

SciNOvA proposal                                                      FNAL PAC 11/10                                                                         2

We propose to construct a new SciBar detector using an existing and proven design and 
deploy in front of the NOvA near detector in the NuMI off-axis, 2 GeV, narrow-band beam.   

A fine-grained SciBar detector in this location will provide:
   -  important and unique ν

  
scattering measurements including

- a test of recent MiniBooNE results indicating anomalously large cross section in charged-
  current quasielastic scattering using a different ν source at slightly higher Eν 

- Neutral-current differential cross sections, in particular NCπ0, crucial for ν
e
 appearance 

  - significant cross checks of NOvA ν
  
oscillation backgrounds

SciNOvA: Overview

• Installation of 15 k channel solid scintillator SciBar detector in front
of NOνA near detector
• No cavern changes required, slight modifications to front detector

support structure
• Utilize as much of SciBar support structure as cost-effective

• Need to build/procure/manufacture
• Scintillator extrusions
• WLS fibers, PMT “cookies”
• 64 anode PMTs
• Readout system, based on existing and running design (Indiana U. IRM

modules)
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SciNOνA Detector

Baseline Detector Components (No EM calorimeter)
• Scintillator strips

• Polystyrene doped with PPO and POPOP, co-extrueded with a

TiO2 reflective coating 0.25 mm thick

• Strip - 1.3×2.5×290 cm3, active volume - 2.9×2.9×1.7 m3

• 14848 arranged in 64 layers

• Each layer has X and Y plane, each plane containing 116 strips

• Wavelength-shifting fiber collects light

• Fiber diameter 1.5 mm, ∼48 km in total

• Readout on only one end

• 64-fiber bundle to PMT-interface “cookie”

• 64 anode multianode photomultiplier tubes
converts light to electrical signal (232)

• Quatum efficiency ∼ 12%

• Readout

• A 12-PMT system has been built and is running at Indiana U.

• Scibath Integrated Readout Module (IRM) - prototype for

FINeSSE experiment

Figure 13: Schematic drawing of the original SciBar detector as employed the K2K near experi-
ment [18]. The EM calorimeter will not be used in SciNOvA
.

23

Figure 15: The SciBath Integrated Readout Module.

Figure 16: The IRM board architecture.

25
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SciNOνA Detector

Technology options

• Scintillator strips shape

• Is the basline design (1.3× 2.5 cm) the best

geometry for use by NOνA when scientific

performance and practicality are considered?

• Photo Detector technology choice

• M64s : SciBar and SciBath

• APDs : NOνA

• SiPMs : T2K and groups at FNAL

• Readout choice
• A choice of photo detector implies a need for an

appropriate readout scheme

Figure 15: The SciBath Integrated Readout Module.

Figure 16: The IRM board architecture.

25
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Cost and Schedule

SciNOνA Cost and Schedule

• Total cost is about $2.41 M
• SciBar - $0.8 M
• IRMs - $1.5 M

• Different technologies are under consideration and need another cost
exercise

• Estimated time from start to ready ∼ 22 months
• Expect to start next summer and ready when the NOνA Far Detector

is ready
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Current Status

SciNOνA Current Status

• Presented to Fermilab Physics Advisory Committee, 11/10 -
recommended that NOνA consider SciNOνA

• The NOνA collaboration supports the SciNOνA physics case and is
seriously evaluating it as a possibility. Study group consisting of
NOνA and non-NOνA physicists recently formed to answer remaining
technical questions.

• Final decision by NOνA hinges on
• Man power
• Earned contingency. Maybe ∼1 year before NOνA knows if it has

earned enough contingency to complete SciNOνA
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Summary

Summary

The proposed SciNOνA detector

• Existing and proven design, modest investment

• Enhance the NOνA physics program substantially

• Unique and complementary to wide band neutrino program
• Neutrino-nucleus scattering, MA “puzzle” from CCQE
• Important cross checks of background for NOνA νe appearance

program
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Summary

Transverse Enhancement

A. Bodek, H.S. Budd and M. E. Christy, hep-ph/1106.0340

A. Bodek, H.S. Budd and M. E. Christy: Neutrino Quasielastic Scattering on Nuclear Targets 13
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Fig. 15. Comparison of predictions for the νµ, ν̄µ total QE
cross section section at high energies for the ”Independent Nu-
cleon (MA=1.024)” model, the ”Larger MA (MA=1.3) model”,
the ”Transverse Enhancement model”, and the ”QE+np-nh
RPA” MEC model of Martini et al.[24] (Predictions for this
model have only been published for neutrino energies less than
1.2 GeV). The data points are the ratios for the measurements
of MiniBooNE[6] (gray stars) and NOMAD[18] (purple circles)

energy E is given[30] by:
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Here, G
2

2π cos2 θC = 80× 10−40 cm2/GeV 2. The final state
muon mass places the following kinematic limits[31] on
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Fig. 16. The maximum accessible Q2 for QE events as a func-
tion of neutrino energy.

x = Q2/2Mν and y = ν/E:
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Or alternatively, for a fixed energy and Q2, there is a
maximum value of W which is given by[32]:
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where s = 2ME+M2, a± = 1±M2/s. For QE scattering,
this corresponds to a minimum and maximum accessible
Q2 for a given neutrino energy. The maximum accessible
Q2 (Q2

max) for QE events as a function of neutrino energy
is shown in Fig. 16.

8.1 Quasielastic νµ, ν̄µ scattering

A theoretical framework for quasi-elastic (νµ, ν̄µ)-Nucleon
Scattering has been given by Llewellyn Smith [33]. Here,
we use the notation of Llewellyn Smith (except that F 2

V

The “Axial Mass Anomaly” can be explained by the transverse
enhancement observed in electron scattering.
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CCQE cross-section - On-axis Wide Band Beam0
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Figure 7: Summary of a NUANCE-based study to estimate systematic errors of cross section
measurement in a wide-band low-energy neutrino beam configuration. The νµ flux and estimated
cross section are shown in the top row. The middle left plot shows the estimated number of
accepted CCQE events broken down into signal and two CCπ+ background components. The
middle right plot shows the fractional systematic error on the cross section due to flux and the two
CCπ+ contributions. The bottom left plot shows the estimated cross section with the estimated
systematic error bars and the bottom right shows the corresponding cross section fractional errors.
The abscissa on all plots is Eν , for the bottom two rows Eν is that reconstructed with the assumption
of quasielastic kinematics.
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Figure 8: Summary of a NUANCE-based study to estimate systematic errors of cross section
measurement in a wide-band medium-energy neutrino beam configuration. Explanation of plots is
the same as in Fig. 7.
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NuMI flux config Est. err. @ 2 GeV (%)

14 mrad off-axis (SciNOνA) 12

On-axis, LE (MINERνA) 23

On-axis, ME (MINERνA) 35
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SciNOvA: Response to PAC questions
Q4) Please provide a plot with the SciNOvA QECC cross section measurement 
points with error bars superimposed on the plot of existing measurements.

event gen study of errors 
for CCQE meas 
in NUMI beam

total CCQE xsection data

 - from MB
bootstraping 
proceedure

- see full
talk for detailed
plots
- errors dominated
by CCπ off of flux
peak, 10%
flux uncertainty  
near flux peak. R. Tayloe 
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Benefit to NOνA

• For NOνA: νe CC efficiency ∼ 35%, NC background acceptance ∼
0.4%, and νµ-CC background mis-ID probabilities ∼ 0.1%

• A double-scan method comparing SciNOvA and NOvA-near can
provide signal efficiency and background misID probabilities.

• Classify events labeled as
signal/background in SciNOνA
compared to those resampled with
larger pixel size (as NOνA) Nss,
Nsb, Nbs, Nbb

• Can then determine NOνA
efficiency, εN and NOνA, SciNOνA
misID probabilities: γN, γSN

• Results in a < 3% (relative error)
cross check of εN, γN, γSN at 3σ

Figure 11: Demonstration of the resampling technique. Left panel shows an actual event recorded
by the SciBar detector in the Booster neutrino beamline as part of the SciBooNE experiment;
presumably νµ + p → νµ + p + π0. The right panel shows how this same event would appear in the
NOvA detector.

SB ≡ SciBar and N ≡ NOvA) and the background mis-ID probabilities γSB and γN :

Nss = εSBεNS + γSBγNB

Nsb = εSB(1− εN )S + γSB(1− γN )B
Nbs = (1− εSB)εNS + (1− γSB)γNB

Nbb = (1− εSB)(1− εN )S + (1− γSB)(1− γN )B. (2)

Due to the constraints Nss + Nsb + Nbs + Nbb = S + B = N , only three of these equations are
linearly independent and a complete solution for the five unknowns εSB, εN , γSB, γN , and S cannot
be obtained. However, if estimates of any two parameters can be made, any of the other three can
be calculated. For example, if we have reliable estimates for the efficiency of the SciBar detector
εSB and the number of signal events in the sample S then the maximum likelihood solution for the
remaining parameters (to first order in the γs) is

εN =
1

εSB

Nss

S

γN =
εSB(Nss + Nbs)−Nss

εSB(N − S)

γSB =
Nsb + Nss − εSBS

N − S
. (3)

Likewise, estimates for any two parameters yields predictions for the remaining three. As the exper-
iment will have techniques to produce estimates for all five parameters, one could cycle through the
permutations and demand consistency in each case as confirmation that the efficiencies, misidenti-
fication probabilities, and signal rates have been correctly estimated. In practice, this may not be
done algebraically as shown here, but through iterative tuning of a Monte Carlo simulation to fit
the data in each of the four categories.

19

Nss Nsb Nbs Nbb χ2

Nominal 15500 50300 66600 10867600 -
γN higher by 10% - - +4300 -4300 279
γN and γSB higher by 10% - +2200 +4300 -6500 371
B higher by 10% -1500 -2800 -2300 +6600 403

Table 4: Summaries of the event counts for one year’s SciNOvA data in each of the four classification
categories. Changes in the counts for three different possible systematic differences from the nominal
case are shown and the χ2 significance of the differences appears in the last column.

2.4.2 Numerical example

Sample event displays for 2 GeV electrons and π0s are shown in Figure 10. Based on blind hand scan
of mixed electron and π0 events in the NOvA and SciBar detectors it was found that the efficiency
of the SciBar detector is roughly 10% higher than the NOvA detector and that the SciBar detector
rejects background at twice the rate of the NOvA detector. These give εN = 0.35, εSB = 0.40,
γN = 0.004, and γSB = 0.002. In one year of NOvA operation we expect to record 1.1M events
in the SciBar detector. Of these 1% (11,000) will be electron neutrino charged-current events -
the signal topology for the NOvA experiment. Table 4 shows the expected count rates in each of
the four classification categories for the nominal case, and three cases where either the background
rejection capabilities of the detectors is worse than estimated or the backgrounds in the underlying
sample are larger than expected. Note that these cases are distinguishable as they affect each of the
four samples differently. The sensitivity of this technique is such that a 1.8% change of the NOvA
background mis-ID probability from 0.0040 to 0.00407 results in a 3σ discrepancy in the event
counts. Likewise, changes in εN , εSB, γSB, and S of 1.8%, 1.6%, 3.1%, and 1.5% respectively result
in 3σ deviations. Thus one would expect this technique to find any miscalculations of the signal
and background efficiencies as large as a few percent. This method is a powerful cross-check of the
detector capabilities that uses the neutrino data itself and has very little reliance on Monte Carlo
simulation and can protect the experiment from unexpected misestimates of background rates.

20
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NuMI Flux
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1) Complementarity to MINERvA cross
    section measurements?

- In brief (more details offered below), the precision of
NUMI on-axis results at 1-2 GeV will allow optimal
   - test of MB results (Enu ~ 800 MeV) 
   - background checks for NOvA  (Enu~2 GeV)
... due to background channel “feeddown” from higher 
energy.
Quantitative estimates made for CCQE cross section
measurements detailed below....
est. error on CCQE total cross section at 2 GeV:
SciNOvA:  12%, NUMI low-energy: 23%
NUMI high-energy: 35%, MiniBOONE (1 GeV): 11%

SciNOvA: Questions/issues from last PAC meeting...

Enu (GeV)

1) Complementarity to MINERvA? (cont) 

- Need the narrow-band low-energy NOvA beam.  
The precision of NUMI on-axis results at 1-2 GeV will 
not be sufficient to test the MiniBooNE results 
because of background channel “feed down” from 
higher energy.

Estimated errors for CCQE  cross section 
measurements at Eν  ∼2 GeV in NUMI:

NUMI flux config total cross section 
estimated error (%)

14mrad off-axis 
(SciNOvA)

12

on-axis, low-energy 
(MINERvA)

23

on-axis, medium-energy 
(MINERvA)

35

- more details offered on later slides

NUMI ν fluxes 

(arb. individual 
normalization)
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